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ABSTRACT
Secure aggregation protocols allow an aggregator to compute the
sum of multiple users’ data in a privacy-preserving manner. Existing
protocols assume that users from whom the data is collected, are
fully trusted on the correctness of their individual inputs. We believe
that this assumption is too strong, for example when such protocols
are used for federated learning whereby the aggregator receives
all users’ contributions and aggregate them to train and obtain the
joint model. A malicious user contributing with incorrect inputs can
generate model poisoning or backdoor injection attacks without
being detected. In this paper, we propose the first secure aggregation
protocol that considers users as potentially malicious. This new
protocol enables the correct computation of the aggregate result, in
a privacy preserving manner, only if individual inputs belong to a
legitimate interval. To this aim, the solution uses a newly designed
oblivious programmable pseudo-random function. We validate our
solution as a proof of concept under a federated learning scenario
whereby potential backdoor injection attacks exist.
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1

INTRODUCTION

With the advent of the IoT and cloud technologies, data becomes a
critical corporate asset. More and more companies are nowadays
collecting huge amounts of data from a variety of sources and use
data analytics tools to acquire meaningful insights and make value
out of them. Among these tools, secure aggregation protocols have
been intensively studied in the last two decades. The basic setting
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of such protocols consists of multiple parties coordinating with an
aggregator whose goal is to compute the sum of parties’ inputs without leaking any information on individual parties’ private inputs
beyond the aggregated value itself.
There exist many secure aggregation solutions in the literature
(for example, see [12, 17]). These solutions mostly focus on the
problem of data privacy, i.e., on keeping parties’ individual inputs
confidential while enabling the aggregator to compute and reveal
the sum of the inputs. On the other hand, all parties involved in
the aggregation protocol, are assumed to be fully trusted on the
correctness and integrity of the inputs and computation. While few
of the solutions such as [12] consider the aggregator as a potentially malicious adversary, in this paper, we consider the existence
of malicious parties who can send bogus inputs instead of their
legitimate inputs and consequently render the computation useless.
We study this stronger threat model whereby collaborating parties
are considered as potentially malicious and build the first secure
aggregation protocol under this model. Similar to [12], our solution
allows the aggregator to compute the sum of the collected inputs in
a privacy preserving manner while at the same time enabling the
aggregation of some individual tags that help verify the correctness
of the computation. On the other hand, additionally, this verification tag is correctly computed only if the collected individual inputs
belong to a specific interval and more specifically whenever the
individual values are lower than a specific threshold.
Hence, our new solution extends the secure aggregation scheme
in [12] by introducing a preliminary phase during which users are
only able to compute valid verification tags when their individual
value is below a certain threshold value. Otherwise, the users hold
random tags and therefore the verification will fail. This preliminary
phase involves a newly designed oblivious programmable pseudorandom function (OPPRF) that is executed between the aggregator
and each user in order to avoid the aggregator to discover the
private inputs and to output specific integrity values when the
user’s input is legitimate. The design of this new OPPRF scheme
is based on the private set membership (PSM) protocol introduced
in [4]. This particular PSM protocol is transformed into a secure
comparison protocol similar to [8].
As a proof of concept, we further apply our new secure aggregation protocol to a particular federated learning scenario exposed
to model backdoor injection attacks. In [14], authors developed a
construction of a machine learning model whereby multiple parties
collaborate to the training of the model with their private local
model parameters without revealing them to other parties including the aggregator. More specifically, a trusted aggregator initializes
a model and sends its parameters to the parties; Each party retrains
the model using its local dataset and sends the updates of the model
parameters to the aggregator who, in turn, merges these individual
updates to obtain the global model. In [1], authors show that these

solutions suffer from malicious parties intervening the training
phase in the pursuit of their aims. We evaluate the performance of
our solution in this particular context and validate its effectiveness
against backdoor attacks.
Our contributions. Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We propose the design of a secure aggregation protocol that
considers both the aggregator and the collaborating parties
as potential adversaries;
• As a building block, we develop a new OPPRF construction
which enables the aggregator to blindly check that the value
is below a given threshold. This construction is based on
Ciampi and Orlandi’s PSM protocol [4] and can also be independently used;
• We introduce a privacy enhanced federated learning (FL)
that is secure against malicious users by applying our secure
aggregation protocol on FL in the aggregation step;
• We implement our secure aggregation to evaluate its performance;
• We validate the solution towards an FL scenario exposed
to backdoor attacks, by identifying that the most sensitive
parameters (to backdoor attacks) belong to the last layer bias
values of neural network and applying our secure aggregation to these actual parameters.
Related work. There have been several studies on privacy preserving aggregation such as [7, 11, 17] whereby all players are
considered as honest-but-curious. In [12], authors study a stronger
threat model in which the adversary is the aggregator and may
tamper with the aggregated result. Recently, some solutions [3, 9]
instantiate secure aggregation for federated learning whereby data
collected from collaborating users actually are machine learning
models’ parameters. These solutions, consider users from which
data are collected in a privacy preserving manner, as potential
adversaries: Youssef et al [9], study potential poisoning attacks
launched by users against a collaborative learning scheme. The
solution employs aggregation over secret shared inputs. As opposed to our solution, the security of their scheme relies on the
existence of two non colluding servers. Furthermore, in [3], authors combine secret sharing with random masking and digital
signatures. Although the study considers active adversaries they
do not guarantee the correctness of the result. Furthermore, their
solution requires the collaboration of all users among each other
whereas in our solution each user only communicates with the
aggregator. In [18], authors propose a collaborative linear machine
learning framework named Helen whereby collaborating parties
are assumed malicious. Authors make use of zero knowledge proofs
when parties perform local computations. As stated in the paper,
Helen does not protect against "bad data". Hence our solution can
be considered as complementary to Helen. Finally, a recent solution,
FLGuard, was proposed to protect the federated learning process
against multiple backdoor attacks in [15]. This solution involves a
secure two-party protocol to satisfy the privacy requirements while
preventing the backdoor attacks. Although this solution supports
the protection against multiple backdoors, its runtime is significant
compared to our proposal’s one.

Outline. In Section 2, we give brief information about the underlying primitives of our protocols. We present our OPPRF and
secure aggregation protocols in Section 3. We analyze the setting of
federated learning, which we apply our secure aggregation protocol
on, in Section 4. Sections 5 and 6 respectively include security and
performance analyses.

2 PRELIMINARIES
2.1 PUDA Protocol
The PUDA protocol [12] is a secure aggregation protocol which, in
addition to the privacy of users’ data, also ensures the correctness of
the aggregation operation and the integrity of the aggregated result
against malicious aggregators. The protocol involves a trusted key
dealer KD, a data analyzer DA, an aggregator A and the users Ui
whose data are collected and aggregated. The main role of KD is
to generate the global parameters and the required keying material
during a preliminary setup phase. KD further becomes offline and
does not take any role in the actual protocol. A aggregates the
users’ data and DA receives the result and verifies its correctness.
More specifically, during the setup phase, KD takes the security
parameter κ as input and generates the following parameters:
• cyclic groups G1 , G2 and GT of prime order p where д1 and
д2 are generators of G1 and G2 , respectively.
• a bilinear map e where e(д1a , д2b ) = e(д1, д2 )ab for a, b ∈ Zp ;
It is easy to compute e(д1a , д2b ); e(д1, д2 ) , 1.
• a hash function H : {0, 1}∗ → G1 .
• an encryption key eki from Zp for each user Ui . eki is sent
to Ui , securely ( 1 ≤ i ≤ n where n is the number of users).
Í
• sk A = − ni eki . sk A is further sent to A.
a
• д1 where a is randomly generated. д1a is sent
to each user.
Í
• the verification key V K = (vk 1, vk 2 ) = (д2
д2t ki

t ki

, д2a ) whereby

is received from each user Ui . This verification key is
further sent to DA.

After the setup phase, during the actual execution of the protocol,
users encrypt their private input and compute an integrity tag.
The aggregator computes the aggregated value using the received
encrypted inputs and decrypts the result using the decryption key.
A also computes the aggregated integrity tag. The sum and the
integrity tag are sent to DA for validation of the result. The steps
of the protocol are specified in Protocol 1.

2.2

Oblivious Transfer

An oblivious transfer (OT) [16] is a secure two-party protocol between a sender and a receiver where the sender inputs two messages (m 0, m 1 ) and the receiver inputs a choice bit (b); The receiver
outputs mb while the sender outputs nothing.

2.3

Ciampi-Orlandi Private Set Membership
Protocol

Private set membership (PSM) is a multi-party protocol where
parties holding private sets can learn the intersection of these sets
and nothing more. Ciampi and Orlandi propose a two-party PSM
protocol in [4] which outputs an encrypted result of the intersection
instead of the intersection itself. The solution mainly consists of

Protocol 1: PUDA Protocol
Public Parameters. generated by KD during the setup phase:
H, p, д1, д2, G1, G2, GT , e.
Inputs. Ui holds a value x i,t for time interval t, a tag key
tki , an encryption key eki and д1a . A has sk A . DA has the
verification key V K.
Í
Outputs. A outputs sumt = ni=1 x i,t and DA outputs the
result of the verification.
Protocol steps for each time interval t:
(1) Each Ui computes ciphertext c i,t and tag value σi,t for its
input x i,t as follows

value only if x is smaller than a predefined threshold value. Otherwise, the user learns a random-looking value (i.e., F K (x)). For this
purpose, we introduce our OPPRF protocol (described in Functionality 2) to be run between a user (P2 ) holding private input x and
an aggregator (P 1 ) holding secret key дa and threshold value λ. At
the end of the protocol, P 2 learns koppr f (дa )x , only if x is smaller
than or equal to λ and the P1 learns koppr f . This value helps the
user contribute to a valid construction of the validation tag. If, on
the other hand, x > λ, then the user learns a random-looking value
and thus the tag verification will later fail. It is worth to note that
the aggregator learns nothing about the private input x.

x

c i,t = H (t)eki д1 i ,t , σi,t = H (t)t ki (д1a )x i ,t
Î
(2) A computes Vt = ( i c i,t )H (t)sk A = д1sumt , extracts the
sum value from Vt by brute-force, andÍfinally generates the
Î
aggregated tag as σt = i σi,t = H (t) i t ki ,t (д1a )sumt .
Both sumt and σt are sent to DA.
(3) DA verifies the aggregation as follows:
e(σt , д2 ) == e(H (t), vk 1 )e(д1sumt , vk 2 ).

party P1 constructing a particular graph for its set and of party P2
tracing the graphs, obliviously, for the items in its set. It is worth to
note that this protocol can be instantiated for secure equality check
when the cardinality of each party’s set is one (see [8]). Similarly,
in our protocol construction we convert Ciampi-Orlandi’s PSM
protocol into a variant of secure comparison protocol and use this
comparison protocol to allow the users to get a valid encrypted tag
value if their inputs belongs to a legitimate interval.

3

OUR SECURE AGGREGATION PROTOCOL

We propose to design a new secure aggregation protocol which
considers users from whom input is collected in a privacy preserving manner, as potentially malicious. With this aim, we propose to
extend the PUDA protocol [12] by introducing a preliminary phase
where the individual tag is correctly computed only if the input
belongs to a legitimate interval. This phase involves the use of a
newly designed oblivious programmable pseudo-random function
(OPPRF) that is based on the oblivious graph tracing idea proposed
in [4]. In this section, we first define an oblivious programmable
pseudo-random function and describe a new construction for OPPRF. We further provide the specification of the resulting aggregation scheme.

3.1

Our OPPRF Construction

An oblivious pseudo-random function (OPRF) [5] is a two-party
protocol where party P1 and party P2 respectively inputs a key K
and a string x and P 2 outputs F K (x) where F is a pseudo-random
function family that receives a key K and a string x and outputs a
random-looking result (P1 outputs nothing).
An oblivious programmable pseudo-random function (OPPRF)
[10] is defined as an extension of OPRF whereby the protocol outputs predefined, specific values for some of the programmed inputs
(and random-looking outputs for other values).
For our secure aggregation protocol, we construct a variation of
OPPRF such that P2 corresponding to the user, can learn a specific

Functionality 2: Oblivious Programmable Pseudo Random
Function
Parameters. A generator д of a group G.
Inputs. P 2 inputs x, P1 inputs a threshold value λ and secret
keys дa .
Outputs. If x ≤ λ then P2 learns koppr f (дa )x , otherwise the
user outputs a random value. P 1 outputs koppr f .
For the sake of clarity, the specification of a simple version of
our OPPRF protocol is provided in Protocol 3. This protocol can
only be executed with positive integer inputs. An improved version
also supporting negative integers is described in Appendix A.
More specifically, the user and the aggregator run l OT protocols
where l is the bit length of x. In each OT execution, the user learns
a masked piece of the information about the result (дa )x and a
key which is necessary to remove the masks on the result if x ≤ λ.
i −1
More precisely, in the i-th OT the user learns (дa )2 x i −1 r oki −1
where r oki −1 is the mask and x i−1 is the (i − 1)-th right most bit of
x = x ℓ−1 ∥...∥x 1 ∥x 0 . At the end of ℓ OTs, the aggregator sends the
Í |x |−1

encryption result of koppr f r − i =0 oki and a random value under
the different keys. If x ≤ λ then the user learns the key used for
Íℓ−1
the encryption of koppr f r − i =0 oki . Note that the user can extract
koppr f (дa )x as follows:
koppr f r −

Íℓ−1
i =0

ok i

ℓ
× Πi=1
((дa )2

i −1 x

i −1

× r oki −1 ) = koppr f (дa )x

Otherwise, the output becomes a random value.
To enable the user to remove the mask from the actual result
only when x ≤ λ, we utilize Ciampi-Orlandi’s PSM protocol, which
is based on oblivious graph tracing. The aggregator assigns three
encryption keys for each bit of x and builds a chain of encryption
keys to build a secure comparison protocol. Figure 1 shows an
example graph for λ = (100). Since the leftmost bit of λ is ’1’, the
user learns k 2< when the leftmost bit of x is ’0’, otherwise learns
k 2= after the execution of the first OT. Let us assume that x = (001).
After the execution of the first OT protocol, the user learns k 2< . After
the second execution of OT, since the second bit of x is ’0’, the user
receives Ek < (k 1< ), Ek2= (k 1= ) and Ek > (k 1> ). Because the user holds
2
2
key k 2< received from the previous OT protocol, can only decrypt
Ek < (k 1< )1 . After the decryption operation the user learns k 1< . Since
2
the user only knows k 1< , it can only recover k 0< that is finally
1 It is worth to note that the encryption function has the property that the user can
validate whether the decryption operation is successful or not.

Protocol 3: (Our OPPRF Protocol)
Inputs. P2 inputs x of length ℓ, P1 inputs a threshold λ and
secret keys дa .
Outputs. If x ≤ λ then P 2 outputs koppr f (дa )x , otherwise
outputs a random value. P 1 outputs koppr f .
Protocol steps:
(1) P1 randomly chooses koppr f ∈ G and prepares (Si0 ,Si1 ) for
1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ, which are the input message pairs for each OT, as
follows:
< , k = , k > , and ok
(a) Chooses four symmetric keys k ℓ−1
ℓ−1
ℓ−1 ℓ−1
randomly and a random value r and then computes S ℓ0
and S ℓ1 as follows:
(
= , (дa )0×2ℓ−1 r ok ℓ−1 } if λ
{k ℓ−1
ℓ−1 = 0
0
Sℓ =
< , (дa )0×2ℓ−1 r ok ℓ−1 } otherwise
{k ℓ−1
(
> , (дa )1×2ℓ−1 r ok ℓ−1 } if λ
{k ℓ−1
ℓ−1 = 0
1
Sℓ =
= , (дa )1×2ℓ−1 r ok ℓ−1 } otherwise
{k ℓ−1
(b) For i = ℓ − 1 to 1
< , k = , k > , and
• Chooses four symmetric keys ki−1
i−1 i−1
oki−1 randomly and computes Si0 and Si1 as follows:
If λi−1 = 0,
Si0
Si1

=
=

i −1
<
=
>
), Eki= (ki−1
), Ek > (ki−1
), (дa )0×2 r oki −1 }
{Ek < (ki−1
i
i
i −1
>
<
>
{Ek < (ki−1
), Eki= (ki−1
), Ek > (ki−1
), (дa )1×2 r oki −1 }
i
i

Otherwise,
>
<
<
Si0 = {Ek < (ki−1
), Eki= (ki−1
), Ek > (ki−1
), (дa )0×2
i
i

i −1

r oki −1 }

>
<
=
), (дa )1×2 r oki −1 }
Si1 = {Ek < (ki−1
), Eki= (ki−1
), Ek > (ki−1
i
i
(c) Permutes the ciphertexts in Si0 and Si1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ,
randomly.
(2) P1 and P2 run ℓ oblivious transfer protocols where in the
i-th OT P1 inputs the message pair (Si0, Si1 ) and P2 inputs
x i−1 as the choice bit and P2 learns Six i −1 .
(3) P1 chooses a random number r ′ and a key koppr f to mask
i −1

the result, computes Ek < (koppr f r −
Íℓ−1

0

Íℓ−1
i =0

ok i ),

Ek0= (koppr f r − i =0 oki ), and Ek > (r ′ ) and sends the
0
encryption results in random order to P2 .
ℓ−1
(4) P2 sets result = (дa )2 x ℓ−1 r ok ℓ−1 from the received
′
message S ℓx ℓ−1 in the ℓ-th OT. P2 also sets k ℓ−1
as the key in
the received message.
(5) For i = ℓ − 1 to 1
i −1
(a) P2 sets result = result × (дa )2 x i −1 r oki −1 from the
x i −1
received message Si
in the i-th OT. P2 will also be able
to decrypt only one of the ciphertexts in the received
′ as the decryption result.
message using ki′ and sets ki−1
(6) P2 will be able to decrypt only one of the ciphertexts
received in Step 3 using k 0′ and multiplies the result with
the decryption result.
(7) P2 and P1 respectively output result and koppr f .

used to encrypt the mask needed to hide output koppr f (дa )x . The

0
k2<
0,1
k1<
0,1
k0<

1
k2>

k2=
0

1

k1>

k1=
0
k0=

0,1

1

0,1
k0>

Figure 1: Graph representation of key encryptions executed
by the aggregator for λ = (100). Note that the path to k 2> is
never used in this example. If the left-most bit of λ was ’0’,
then the path to k 2< would not be used.
underlying OT protocol for each step of our OPPRF is specified in
Protocol 3. In step 1, the aggregator prepares message pairs for OTs
(one message for each potential bit value). These messages include
the encryption of keys used to encrypt/decrypt the messages for
the next step. Hence the chain of OT protocols follow the actual
graph of encryption keys illustrated in Figure 1: The keys in the
child nodes are encrypted with the keys in the parent nodes. In Step
5 of Protocol 3, the user obliviously traces this graph, which allows
the user to learn only one of the keys in the leaves. The execution
of our OPPRF protocol for the example where λ = 100 and x = 001
is depicted in Figure 2. As seen from the figure, since the private
input of the user is less than the threshold value, the user is able to
compute (дa )x .

3.2

Our Secure Aggregation Protocol

In this section, we introduce our secure aggregation protocol which
is secure against honest-but-curious aggregator (A). The aggregator and users respectively input a threshold (λ) and private input
(x i for Ui ), and the aggregator outputs the sum of the users’ inputs
if each user’s input is smaller than λ, otherwise the aggregator
outputs an error indicating that at least one of the user’s input is
larger than λ. For the design of our solution we use the idea in the
PUDA protocol [12]. In PUDA, the aggregator can be malicious
and the users are assured that the sum of their inputs is not altered.
In our case, in addition to the correctness of the actual sum, the
aggregator ensures that the private input of each participating user
is smaller than the threshold λ.
Our protocol steps are given in Protocol 4. Similar to PUDA, a
preliminary setup phase involves a trusted key dealer KD which
generates the keys used in the protocol. KD disappears afterwards.
Setup. KD takes the security parameter κ as input and generates the following parameters as follows:
• Creates cyclic groups G1 , G2 and GT of prime order p with
a bilinear mapping e where д1 and д2 are respectively generators of G1 and G2 .
• Selects a hash function H : {0, 1}∗ → G1 .
• Selects encryption keys eki from Zp randomly and sends eki
to Ui in a secure way for 1 ≤ i ≤ n where n is the number
of users.

The aggregator
inputs λ = (100), a, and kopprf

The user
inputs x = (001)

2

b=0

OT

S30

S30 = {(k2< ), ((g a )0×2 rok2 )}
S31

=

2
{(k2= ), ((g a )1×2 rok2 )}

2

Learns k2< and (g a )0×2 rok2
1

b=0

OT

S20

S20 = {(Ek2< (k1< )), (Ek2= (k1= )), (Ek2> (k1> )), ((g a )0×2 rok1 )}
S21

=

1
{(Ek2< (k1< )), (Ek2= (k1> )), (Ek2> (k1> )), ((g a )1×2 rok1 )}

1

Learns k1< and (g a )0×2 rok1
0

b=1

OT

S11

S10 = {(Ek1< (k0< )), (Ek1= (k0= )), (Ek1> (k0> )), ((g a )0×2 rok0 )}
S11

0

Learns k0< and (g a )1×2 rok0

Learns kopprf r−

P2

i=0

oki

Ek0< (kopprf r−

=

0
{(Ek1< (k0< )), (Ek1= (k0> )), (Ek1> (k0> )), ((g a )1×2 rok0 )}

P2

i=0

oki

), Ek0= (kopprf r−

P2

i=0

oki

), and Ek0> (random)

and computes kopprf (g a )(001)

Figure 2: Execution of Protocol 3 for x = (001) and λ = (100).
Í
• Computes sk A = − ni eki and sends sk A to A.

• Receives д2t ki from Ui where tki is chosen randomly by the
user.
Í
tk
• Computes a part of the verification key vk 1 = д2 i and
sends vk 1 to A.
Protocol 4: (Our Secure Aggregation Protocol)
Parameters. H, p, д1, д2, G1, G2, GT , e
Inputs. Ui inputs value x i,t for time interval t, tag key tki ,
encryption key eki . A inputs sk A and vk 1 .
Outputs. The A outputs an alert if at least one x i,t is larger
Í
than λ, otherwise outputs sumt = ni=1 x i,t .
Protocol steps:
x
(1) Each Ui computes the ciphertext as c i,t = H (t)eki д1 i ,t and
sends it to A.
(2) A chooses a random number at , runs Protocol 3 with each
Ui . Ui learns koppr fi ,t (д1at )x i ,t if x i,t ≤ λ, otherwise
learns a random number. Let oopr fi ,t denote the output of
Ui in Protocol 3.
(3) Each Ui computes the tag value as σi,t = H (t)t ki oopr fi ,t
and sends it to A.
Î
(4) A, computes Vt = ( i c i,t )H (t)sk A = д1sumt , extracts sumt
from Vt and computes the aggregated
tag value
Í
Î
σt = i (σi,t /koppr fi ,t ) = H (t) i t ki ,t (д1a )sumt .
(5) A, verifies the aggregation by checking the equation
e(σt , д2 ) == e(H (t), vk 1 )e(д1sumt , д2a )
(6) If the verification fails, A discards the sum value.

4

APPLICATION TO FEDERATED LEARNING

In this section, we show how to use our proposed secure aggregation
protocol in a real case study which consists of a federated learning
(FL) scheme. By definition a federated learning scheme allows the
training of a model across multiple edge devices holding local data

samples, without exchanging them. Particularly, we demonstrate
how to prevent backdoor attacks in FL, where a malicious data
owner tries to perturb the joint model only for certain inputs with
specific characteristics, by using our secure aggregation protocol
and therefore without disclosing the local model parameters.
Case Study: Backdoor Attack. In a backdoor attack, any participant in federated learning can replace the joint model with another so that (i) the new model is equally accurate on the federatedlearning task, yet (ii) the malicious participant manages how the
model performs on an attacker-chosen backdoor subtask [1]. For
example, as demonstrated in [1], a backdoored image-classification
model misclassifies images with certain features to an attackerchosen class. More precisely, it was shown in [1] that a malicious
participant can manage the model to misclassify all cars with a
racing stripe as birds on CIFAR-10 dataset while preserving the
model accuracy on other inputs. Figure 3 shows some car images
that are used for the mentioned backdoor attack.
Anomalies in a Backdoor Attack: To investigate and reveal
potential anomalies caused by a backdoor attack, we implemented
the backdoor attack demonstrated in [1] on CIFAR-10, and analysed
the local model weights for both malicious and benign participants
in a comparative manner. In our experimental setting, we used 10
clients, one of which is malicious and the others are benign. Figure
4 shows some statistics of the gradients in the bias values of the
last layer for 10 local models (i.e the difference between the bias
values of the joint model and the local model). Figure 4a shows
the absolute sum of the bias gradients for 10 clients at training
round 1, where the malicious client (i.e. client 1) is indicated with
red color. According to the figure, the malicious client’s bias values deviate from the joint model more with respect to the benign
clients’ ones, which could be a sign of anomaly for backdoor attack.
Similarly, Figure 4b and Figure 4c respectively show the maximum
and minimum values for the model bias gradients, where the malicious client has the greatest absolute values. Figure 4d, 4e and 4f

Figure 3: Sample car images from CIFAR-10, with racing stripe, used for backdoor injection [1].

(a) Sum of the gradients

(b) Max gradient

(c) Min gradient

(d) Sum of the gradients

(e) Max gradient

(f) Min gradient

Figure 4: (a), (b), (c) at round 1 and (d), (e), (f) at round 30
depict similar graphs for round 30, which display identical pattern2 .
From these experimental results, we observe that a backdoor attack
in federated learning setting creates anomaly in bias values. This
could be used to detect this type of attacks. Therefore, our secure
aggregation protocol enabling the blind verification of each user’s
input can be executed for this layer only and the aggregation of
other parameters in previous layers can be performed with simpler
secure aggregation solutions (such as [17]) that do not consider
users as malicious.
Impact of Truncation on FL Performance. To perform the
actual operations of the proposed secure aggregation protocol over
the model weights, these values need to be transformed into integers. A truncation process would result in speeding up the execution
of our secure aggregation protocol. Therefore, we investigate the
impact of truncation on the accuracy of the joint model. We conducted some experiments by applying truncation on model weights,
and compared the accuracy and loss of the joint model with the nontruncated case. Figures 5a and 5b respectively show the averaged
2 We do not display the parameters for each round because they show similar behaviour

as the 1-st and 30-th rounds.

joint model accuracy and loss over 10 trials at each training round
for both cases: where weights are truncated to 3 significant digits;
where there is no truncation. We observe that truncation does not
have a significant impact on both the model accuracy and the loss
as the corresponding curves overlap to a large extend, while minor
differences between the curves may be due to the stochastic nature
of model training.
Impact of Multiple Malicious Users. We have also investigated the case where multiple malicious users could collaboratively
perturb the model. In this new experiment, we consider that the
malicious data is uniformly distributed among malicious users. We
studied three main scenarios: (i) 1 malicious user with malicious
data rate of 1/3, (ii) 2 malicious users with malicious data rate of
1/6 for each, and finally (iii) 5 malicious users with malicious data
rate of 1/15 for each. Figure 6 exhibits the absolute sum of the bias
gradients for 10 clients at training round 30, where the malicious
clients are illustrated with red color. We observe that with the increase of number of malicious users, it is getting more difficult to
differentiate them from legitimate ones. Therefore our solution is
effective up to a certain number of malicious users (such as in [15]

no modification, we can deduce that the protocol ensures aggregator
obliviousness.
Secure computation: To prove the security of the computation,
we need to compare the distribution of the outputs of all parties to
an ideal model where a trusted third party is given the inputs from
the parties, computes the function and returns the outputs and show
that the view of the adversary in the real world is computationally
indistinguishable from the simulated view (see [13] for definitions
on computational indistinguishability and security).

(a) Accuracy

• Case when user U is corrupted: Consider that the simulator of U , denoted as SimU , is given input x and output
koppr f дax if x < λ or random value r otherwise. In simulation, we need to show that SimU can generate the view of
incoming messages to the user. Namely, we would like to
show that the following condition holds:
{SimU (x, OPPRFU (x, дa , λ)), OPPRF (x, дa , λ)}
O P P RF
≈ {viewU
(x, дa , λ), output O P P RF (x, дa , λ)}

(b) Loss

Figure 5: Impact of weight truncation on model accuracy
and loss

where the maximal rate of malicious users is set to 50%). Further
investigation on such sophisticated attacks can be performed as
part of future work. Furthermore, the number of malicious users
does not increase the computational and communication cost of
our protocol since one OPPRF is run between each user and the
aggregator.

5

SECURITY ANALYSIS

We present a security proof sketch for our secure aggregation protocol. Similarly to [12], we first consider the aggregator as an adversary and show that the proposed protocol ensures aggregator
obliviousness, i.e. that the aggregator only learns the sum of users’
inputs and nothing more. We further discuss the security of Protocol
2 against users following the simulation proof technique.
Aggregator obliviousness: The formal definition of aggregator
obliviousness is provided in [12]. Intuitively, by receiving the encrypted inputs from users and the corresponding tags, aggregator
A should not discover any additional information than the actual
sum. Since the proposed solution basically implements PUDA with

SimU first needs to run a simulator for OT that we call
SimU OT for the ℓ OT executions. Further on, SimU executes
the protocol as if user U and aggregator A would do.
Similar to Lemma 1 in [4], the proof uses hybrid arguments
starting from the real execution of OPPRF.
– Hybrid experiment H0 is identical to the real execution
of OPPRF.
– Hi proceeds according to H0 with the difference that in
x ℓ−i
the i-th OT execution SimU OT is run on input (x ℓ−i , S ℓ−i+1
).
As proved in [4], the views of SimU in the hybrid experiments Hi are indistinguishable with each other.
We can conclude that SimU can generate the view of incoming messages to U and the indistinguishability guarantees
that a corrupted user has no advantage on differentiating
the view of U and the output of OPPRF in the real world
and the view generated by SimU and the output of OPPRF
during simulation.
• Case where aggregator A is corrupted: The simulator of
the aggregator Sim A is provided with the inputs to OPPRF,
namely: the secret keys дa , the threshold value λ and the
output koppr f . To simulate A, Sim A acts as a sender for all
OTs and sends to U {Six i −1 } for all 1 ≤ i ≤ l. Sim A further
follows the execution of Protocol 2.
Similar to Lemma 2 in [4], the proof uses hybrid arguments
starting from the real execution of Protocol 2. As a first
step, Sim A randomly generates 4 × ℓ symmetric keys, one
additional random value, and computes (Si0 ,Si1 ) according to
Step 1. Sim A runs the simulator of ℓ OT protocols. Finally
Sim A chooses a random number r ′ , a random key koppr f ,
and computes three values following Step 2.
We can observe that the indistinguishability between each
experiment derives from the security of OT , and the encryption algorithms. We can conclude that Sim A can generate the
view of incoming messages to the aggregator and a corrupted
aggregator has no advantage on differentiating the view of
the aggregator in the real world and the view generated by
Sim A during simulation.

(a) 1 malicious user

(b) 2 malicious users

(c) 5 malicious users

Figure 6: Sum of the bias gradients at round 30 for different number of malicious users cases

6

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we analyze the complexity of our secure aggregation
protocol and validate our scheme through the implementation of
a proof of concept and its instantiation in a backdoor detection
scenario under federated learning.

6.1

Complexity Analysis

Asymptotic complexity of our OPPRF and secure aggregation protocols. In our OPPRF protocol (Protocol 3), the aggregator (P 1 ) executes O(ℓ) OTs as the sender, O(ℓ) symmetric key encryptions
and O(ℓ) exponentiations and multiplications in G1 . Similarly, the
user runs O(ℓ) oblivious transfer operations as the receiver, O(ℓ)
symmetric key decryptions and O(ℓ) multiplication operations in
G1 . Thus, the computation complexity of our OPPRF protocol is
O(ℓ). It is trivial to see that the communication complexity of the
protocol is also O(ℓ). Our secure aggregation protocol (Protocol
4) requires the users to run a constant number of symmetric key
operations, exponentiation and multiplication operations in G1 and
one OPPRF protocol execution. Thus, the cost on users becomes
O(ℓ) because of the OPPRF protocol. On the aggregator side, O(n)
multiplication operations in G1 are executed to compute Vt and σt
value and O(2ℓ ) multiplication operations in G1 are performed to
extract the aggregation result from Vt . These come in addition to
O(n) OPPRF executions where n is the number of users. As a result,
the computation complexity of the aggregator becomes O(2ℓ + nℓ).
The total communication cost becomes O(nℓ) because of running n
OPPRF protocols in total.
Concrete complexity of our OPPRF protocol. The aggregator prepares ℓ message pairs (Si0, Si1 ) by executing six symmetric key encryptions, one exponentiantion and two multiplication operations
in G1 . The total number of operations to produce these message
pairs approximately equals to 6ℓ symmetric key encryptions, ℓ
exponentiation and 2ℓ multiplication operations. Note that the exponentiation operations (r oki ) can be done offline to lower the
online computation cost. The aggregator also performs one exponentiation, one multiplication and three symmetric key encryptions
in Step 3 of Protocol 3. In addition to producing these message pairs
and ciphertexts, the aggregator plays the sender role and needs to
perform 2ℓ asymmetric key decryptions for the ℓ OT operations.
When an OT extension method [6] is used , the cost of one OT

becomes 3ℓ symmetric key encryption operations under the assumption that the base OT executions are performed offline. Thus,
the total cost of running our OPPRF protocol for the aggregator
is 9ℓ + 3 symmetric key encryptions, ℓ + 1 exponentiations and
2ℓ + 1 multiplications in G1 when OT extension is used. The user
(P2 ) performs 3ℓ symmetric key operations while executing ℓ oblivious transfer if OT extension is used (otherwise, ℓ asymmetric key
encryptions), 3ℓ symmetric key operations to decrypt the messages
and ℓ − 1 multiplications in G1 in Step 5 of Protocol 3. Finally, the
user performs three symmetric key decryptions and one multiplication to reach the output of the OPPRF protocol. Thus, the user
performs 6ℓ + 3 symmetric key operations and ℓ multiplications
in total when OT extension is used. When we look at the concrete
communication complexity, we see that the total amount of data
approximately equals to 2ℓ(3ℓs + ℓp ) where ℓs is the ciphertext
length of the symmetric key encryption and ℓp is the item’s length
in G1 , under the assumption that the communication cost of OT
extension is approximately equal to the length of the inputs.
Concrete complexity of our secure aggregation protocol. The aggregator performs n multiplications and one exponentiation in G1 and
one hash computation to compute Vt , 2ℓ multiplications to extract
sumt from Vt , n inverse operations and n−1 multiplications in G1 to
compute σt , and finally one hash, one exponentiation in G2 , three
pairing operations and one multiplication in GT for validation in
addition to the OPPRF executions. Thus the total computation cost
on the aggregator is two hash computations, 9nℓ + 3n symmetric
key encryptions, 3n + 2ℓ + 2nℓ − 1 multiplications in G1 , n inverse
operations in G1 , nℓ + n + 1 exponentiations in G1 , one exponentiation in G2 , three pairing operations and one multiplication in GT .
When we look at the computation cost on one user, we see that
the user needs to perform one hash operation, two exponentiations
and one multiplication in G1 to compute the ciphertext and one
exponentiation and one multiplication in G1 to compute the tag in
addition to the execution of OPPRF as the receiver. Thus the total
computation complexity of the user becomes one hash operation,
three exponentiations and ℓ + 2 multiplications in G1 and 6ℓ + 3
symmetric key operations. As a result, the total computation cost
of our secure protocol considering the costs on the users and the
aggregator is n + 2 hash computations, 15nℓ + 6n symmetric key
encryptions, 5n + 2ℓ + 3nℓ − 1 multiplications in G1 , n inverse operations in G1 , nℓ + 4n exponentiations in G1 , one exponentiation

Table 1: Execution times in seconds of our secure aggregation protocol.
# of users (n)
sumt
ℓ
Aggregation
OPPRF
Verification
Total time

212
12
2.2
58.5
2.8
63.5

26
214
14
5.9
67.5
3.0
76.4

216

212

16
18.0
76.7
2.9
97.6

12
6.2
238.3
10.6
255.1

in G2 , three pairing operations and one multiplication in GT . The
communication cost mainly results from sending the ciphertexts
and tags by users to the aggregator and from the OPPRF protocol
executed between each user and the aggregator. Thus, the total communication complexity of our secure aggregation protocol becomes
2nℓp + 2nℓ(3ℓs + ℓp ).

6.2

Experimental Verification

We implemented our secure aggregation protocol using python and
run the implementation on a standard user laptop with Intel Core i7
CPU and 32 GB RAM. We use RSA 2048 and BN256 [2] respectively
as asymmetric encryption algorithm in the oblivious transfer protocol and elliptic curve for the bilinear pairing needed for verification.
Instead of running every entity as a separate program thread, we
simulated them as functions to be called sequentially. To simulate
the communication, we used files where the message sender party
writes a file and the receiving party reads that file. While measuring the computation time, we removed the overhead caused by file
read/write operation costs and initial key set-up procedures. We did
not use any OT extension method and also included computation
cost related to r oki in the OPPRF protocol. Note that the usage of
OT extension, the execution of base OTs and computation of r oki
offline would remarkably increase the speed of our OPPRF protocol.
We choose the AES encryption algorithm with 128-bit key length
and the statistical correctness parameter as 48 bits in the validation
of the symmetric key decryption operations.
Table 1 presents execution times of our protocol with the granularity of main functionalities (secure aggregation, OPPRF and
verification) to show the dependency of their performances with
respect to the number of users, the aggregated sum value and the
length of the input that is aggregated. Note that the execution times
presented in the table are the total execution times at the users and
at the aggregator. The aggregation time includes the time for the encryption of inputs by the users, the aggregation of ciphertexts and
the extraction of the sum by the aggregator. The verification time
includes the time for the computation of tag values by the users,
the aggregation of the tags and the verification by the aggregator.
The table reports the average execution times of 20 executions of
the protocol. Note that the implementation is not speed optimized
and is just a proof of concept. With several optimizations and with
the usage of OT extension methods, we believe that the execution
times will significantly decrease.
We also integrated our secure aggregation protocol (involving
negative inputs as well) into the federated learning setting described
in Section 4 with the CIFAR dataset. We used our protocol for the
last bias values where these values for malicious users diverge from

28
214
14
9.7
272.4
10.6
292.7

216

212

16
21.3
308.4
10.2
339.9

12
24.2
1006.4
44.4
1075.0

210
214
14
31.0
1213.1
43.6
1287.7

216
16
38.4
1209.1
37.1
1284.6

the legitimate users’ bias values (see Section 4 for details). These
values are scaled and truncated in order for them to belong to the
{−999, .., 999} interval. The experimental results show that indeed
our protocol can help the detection of backdoor attacks.
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CONCLUSION

We introduced a new secure aggregation solution for a particular
setting where users may provide malicious inputs to change the
aggregation result on purpose. To prevent such attacks, our solution
allows the aggregator to detect inputs larger than a predetermined
threshold value and this without learning any information about
the inputs. To develop such a solution, we proposed a new oblivious programmable pseudo-random function which can also be
of independent use for further designs. This OPPRF is based on
a secure comparison protocol and is executed between the aggregator and each user. Thanks to this OPPRF, the aggregator only
sums legitimate values that are under/below a certain threshold and
this, without discovering users’ inputs. This solution only supports
interval-based verification. The protocol is proved being secure
under the assumption that the aggregator is honest-but-curious.
We have also evaluated the performance of our solution. Finally,
we have instantiated our secure aggregation protocol into a federated learning scenario with the existence of an adversary who
launches a backdoor attack. In this particular scenario, the data
consists of model parameters and the aggregator compares the last
layer bias values with a pre-determined threshold in a privacy preserving manner. Our protocol can also be used in other use cases
for anomaly detection such as the ones mentioned in [17]: sensor
network aggregation, smart metering, population monitoring and
sensing, etc. Future work can focus on investigating the impact of
the number of malicious users in the context of the federated learning case-study. Another direction of potential research work could
be to study a stronger adversary model whereby the aggregator is
malicious.
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A

OUR OPPRF PROTOCOL FOR NEGATIVE
NUMBERS

In this appendix, we propose a solution to make our OPPRF protocol
work for negative inputs, also. The aggregator can provide two
encryption keys kn and kp (one used for negative values and one
for positive values) and put these keys as a message pair to one
additional OT: P2 sets b = 0 or b = 1 if the input x is negative or
positive, respectively. By running the OT, P2 learns only one of the
keys depending on the sign of the input. The remaining part of the
protocol is run with the input abs(x) instead of the x itself. Another
modification to be applied to our protocol is that in the message
i ok
pairs instead of putting (дa )0,1×2 r i P2 puts two possible results
i ok
encrypted with the sign related keys as follows: En ((дa )−0,1×2 r i )
i ok
and Ep ((дa )0,1×2 r i ). Then, P 2 will be able to have only one of
the results koppr f (дa )abs(x ) or koppr f (дa )−abs(x ) .

